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Our vision and work

• Since our founding, the Food Lab has aspired to be a “lab” for our community helping create 
and support partnerships and projects that bring together diverse stakeholders to address 
systemic challenges where action-learning is needed.  

• Our work in 2021 continued our focus on four thematic areas —
– living income which focuses on the challenge of farm viability and the opportunity to earn a decent 

living in agricultural commodities, 
– regenerative agriculture where we look at the long term changes needed to build soils and mitigate 

climate change
– climate change with mission of integrating climate mitigation and reliance in all sustainable agriculture 

and livelihood efforts, and
– systems leadership which enables key stakeholders to make changes within their individual scope of 

influence.

• We are working in these thematic areas through supporting systems leadership, facilitating
learning communities, action-learning projects / strategic planning and project design with 
companies, and convening / supporting sector level work. 



Sustainable Food Lab 2021 at a glance
Action learning on market solutions for a more sustainable and equitable food system 

Focused where collaboration and long-term approaches are necessary: climate change, soil health, living income
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2021 Headlines

What’s going particularly well and why?
- The Food Lab continues to be seen as a leader in the living income community as well as regenerative ag space, particularly 

with Midwest Row Crops.  Evidence: number of requests for support and advice requests from leading companies 
- Increasing programs where price as well as incentives are on the table.  High level of trust, treated as thinking partners not 

just consultants 
- Opportunities, finances, and workload allowed us to increasing staffing  (largest staff yet in history of Food Lab)

Are there any crossroads occurring or in sight?
- SVI leadership role still at crossroads, as well as primary staffing role within CFA
- When and how do we enter back into the world of travel and in person meetings?  Do we have general summit and learning 

journeys again or continue with deep dives?   
- How do we adapt from shared office team to 50% remote while building culture and capacity?
- More opportunities for projects than we have staff to handle, making choices more necessary.  

What are the big learning questions?
- Next generation narrative on living income – how to make responsibility and role of company with prices in context of 

markets even more sharp.  Links between poverty & climate/forests?
- For our partners’ progress on regen ag and carbon, accounting challenges to allocate credit, increasing capacity of on-the-

ground implementers, contracting models, and crop diversification.



Accomplishment goals include:
• Ensure we have at least 3 concrete projects with member companies which both deepen their 

work and expand our understanding of practical supply chain implementation
• At least two multi-year engagement programs where we are able to track results and impacts 

at the farm level
• With SVI, refresh vision and purpose as we failed to prevent full market crash.  Food Lab to 

recommit or phase out.  
• Living income – develop business model for community of practice, have successful 

contribution to strategies for company partners and for ICO.
• Launch Scale Lab

Action Learning questions: 
So much positive energy about living income / farm economic viability/regenerative ag.  How can 
we get fair prices to farmers in ways that are commercially sustainable?  Can a sustainable 
reference price work?  

Company programs and trading models are a critical leverage point.  And they are often limited in 
the face of commodity markets and market competition.  What is a company’s scope of action 
beyond supply chains?   Multi-company collaboration?  Sector and policy work? 

2021 goals presented in Jan

Exceeded: 12 action projects 

Exceeded: B&J, Pepsi, Starbucks

Unmet – still work in progress

Successful on multiple levels, COP 
business model still uncertain

Met: Scale lab run through year, 
attracted additional companies, 
report prepared

Positive developments & 
limitations experienced 

Why did we ask such a broad 
question?????



2021 kicked off some important changes at the Food Lab 
• We invested in racial equity education and coaching with 2 Boston based consultants.  Shifting in 2022 from workshops to 

coaching as we look at building skills, working on power and inclusion issues in our projects, and improving internal policies 
• We are growing our team -- added Kelly (July) and now Seth (Jan) and at least one more hire in 2022
• We made some significant salary changes to be more competitive and have “balance” in our salary bands in the major role 

grouping in the Food Lab. 
• We closed out our management of Climate Collaborative so we are no longer fiscally sponsoring projects 

And recognized we need to evolve and formalize our systems 
• We learned that with a larger team, almost all remote work, and no in-person meetings (summit / learning journey), our old 

way of building culture and capacity was no longer sufficient. We discovered that some staff feel disconnected. 
• Therefore, we are:

• Formalizing roles and responsibilities (both management and staff positions) and feedback processes
• Improving transparency of decision making 
• Reviewing and updated benefits to better support new parents and to ensure benefits understood and more equitable
• Launching a more inclusive “culture working group” to see how we can be more effective in our new world with at least ½ 

the staff remote. 

How did we do as an organization?



Living income
• Support at least 2 (more) companies to take living income strategy all the way 

through to public commitment (B&J was first, J)
• LI benchmarks in 24 countries and 4 countries having partnership launches 

(ICO work)
• Expand ownership and participation of African organizations in the LI CoP
• Firm decision on continued SVI vs transitioning out to new leadership (by June)

Regenerative Ag 
• Launch a new landscape collaboration  -- North Dakota is underway, exploring 

Canada (row crops)
• Launch a crop diversification pilot with multiple company partners 
• Cultivate another major long-term partner on regenerative ag (like Pepsi)
• Find another funder support that support our org and action-learning 
• Increased participation in “scale lab phase II” as a structure for peer based 

action-learning on scaling in Midwest row crops, including more connectivity 
with the SHLL and C-Suite

2022 Goals

Organizational
• Bringing racial equity into our work streams –

starting with learning and “soft pilots”
• Shared learning on “labs” and what makes 

them successful
• Share out learning to scale what works and 

seek input on failures with the sector 
• Transparency and inclusively of org structure 
• Better guidance on ToC and clarity on project 

approaches (relationship and impact 
orientation in balance with billable hours)

• Increase our knowledge in agronomy, tools to 
support “cultural” change, carbon accounting 
and role of payments



• Should we invest some of reserves as a long-term interest investment income stream?   What would be 
responsible? 

• How do we shift our racial equity work from outside consultant driven process to being part of our ongoing 
work?  

• Positioning of the Food Lab in the ecosystem of sustainability work – we have shifted over time from broad 
convening and writing to focused areas of action research – regenerative ag (largely in the US), living income 
(smallholder focused), climate change (CFA,CFT), and sector support work (coffee, vanilla, cocoa).
• Successful – consulted by many leading companies and invited to participate in many forums
• Yet want to keep our eyes wide – are we losing our wider relevance by being too focused?  Should we be investing in 

more thought leadership?  

Questions for our board



Updates by Program area



Accomplishments we celebrated included….
• Watch the living income dialogue and commitments blossom and being part of the working groups and consulting with 

leading cocoa and coffee companies – with IDH, WBCSD, Nestle, Starbucks, KDP, etc. 
• Increased pre-competitive work through Coffee (ICO & SCC) and Cocoa platforms 
• Additional 2 year program with B&J cocoa to tackle the persistent challenge of lack of preharvest labor (and low 

productivity) 
• Launch of 12m program in Uganda (led by CRS) coming from SVI work 
• We feel like we are getting closer to the heart of the matter (where sustainability hits procurement), with more 

opportunity for real world work on questions of pricing, procurement models, and working more with suppliers who 
feel sharply the tension between sustainability goals and competitive pressure to reduce raw material prices

Coming up next is:
• High stakes work in coffee (ICO global work and supporting strategy with large roasters)
• Reflection and learning time – what are we really seeing with all the living income talk and commitments?  Where are 

the gaps between talk and action?  Where are the gaps in changing anything in the underlying commodity and power 
systems that tend to reinforce low returns from producers?  How does living income balance with pressure for lower 
costs from customers?  

Development team update 



Development team 
high level Theory of Change  
Hypothesis: 
In small scale farming systems, our entry point is livelihoods, as addressing endemic poverty is a necessary part of 
addressing deforestation and promoting sustainable production systems (soil, water, climate, etc).  Many farmer are 
caught in a “poverty trap” with low prices and little ability to invest AND little access to high quality, affordable 
services and market opportunities to invest in.   

Our ToC to break the poverty trap:
• Support sector-level action on living income – work on the sector level to raise and address the overall enabling 

conditions for a living income, including supply / demand balance, clear rules and a level playing field, and services 
and support systems for farmers (SVI vanilla, ICO coffee, ALICO cocoa)

• Provide learning exchange platform and technical foundation for common approach to living income– the Living 
Income Community of Practice facilitates consensus on common language and approaches, and supports 
knowledge exchange between multiple actors – farmer groups, NGOs, governments and industry –on what works 
to raise farmer incomes

• Catalyze motivation and capacity to address living income among companies  -- a call to action: that responsible 
business = motivated farmers that can earn at least a decent standard of living, and that price is part of solution, 
along with supporting farmers to invest in productive and sustainable farm practices.  A peer-to-peer foundation 
for learning and action (LI  community of practice)

• Support companies on living income strategy and implementation – Individual, strategic support for companies 
to understand the framework, identify income gaps in their supply chains, and develop ambitious goals and 
approaches that include pricing (ABI, Nestlé, Olam, Starbucks, Sustainable Harvest); support a subset of companies 
to implement programs (B&J, KDP, Nespresso)



Accomplishments we celebrated included….
• The Scale Lab attracted people from more partner companies to develop strategy and support one another with 

internal and supply chain challenges.
• For some leading companies, members of our team are increasingly seen as trusted advisors.
• The Cool Soil Initiative in SE Australia, with Mars, Kellogg, a key university, and farmer groups has grown significantly in 

number of players, budget, and acreage reached.

Coming up next is:
• More companies want to join the next iteration of the Scale Lab.
• Demand for our consulting services is rising, including from Walmart.
• We are in the beginning of designing some complicated supply shed strategies, including with beef and feed in NE, work 

with crop advisors in ND, and across the oats/canola/pulse region in W. Canada.

Big Tractor Team update 



Big Tractor team 
high level Theory of Change  

Hypothesis: 
Many farmers are caught in a “specialization trap” with over-investment in technology and equipment to 
optimize for single crops. Low margins, coupled with price risk and policy supports make it rationale for 
farmers to see soil building practices as risky, adding time and labor.  Our entry point to scaling regenerative 
and climate smart cropping systems is that farmers need three pillars of support to help them overcome these 
barriers: financial, technical, and cultural. 

Our ToC to break the specialization trap:
• Support sector-level action on to think systemically about regenerative rotations, not single crops – work 

on will companies to raise and address the challenges of crop diversification and design pilots to test out 
how companies that buy single crops can act across rotations to activate greater regen and climate gains. 

• Provide learning exchange platform and technical foundation for common approach to scaling successful 
pilot work– the Scale Lab facilitates knowledge exchange and testing platform between multiple company 
actors to work increasing the effectiveness of supply chain programs.    

• Support companies on regenerative agriculture and climate strategy and implementation – Individual, 
strategic support for companies to understand the framework, identify program support service gaps in 
their supply chains, and develop ambitious goals and approaches that include trading models, investment in 
technical assistance and farmer community organizing to get regen and climate outcomes (ABI, Starbucks, 
Pepsi, KAB, Griffith, Niman, Walmart).



The corn market incentivizes farmers to maximize 
yields in a way that undermines long-term 

sustainability

Optimize 
for yield

Maximize 
fertilizer and 

herbicides 

• One-crop systems
• Over-invested in specialization w/ high sunk capital costs 

in sophisticated tech & and equipment
• Reliance on use of inputs (fertilizers and herbicides) to 

maximize production at low prices and make up for losses 
when prices are high

Unintended outcome

Leaky

Risky

Vulnerable



•Fear of public criticism
•Ignoring the costs of inertia
•Dismissing the role of government

THREE TRAPS 



The Impact Lab includes people from companies on both sides of our areas of work: small-holder and large scale 
row crops.

Accomplishments:
• After a few years, this learning community still attracts sufficient engagement and a continual entry of new participants 

without any marketing, just word-of-mouth.
• Participants affirm that the safe space peer learning is unique and important to them.
• A WhatsApp shared learning group is very active with tangible support back and forth among many Impact Lab current 

and past participants.

Coming up next
• As new people enter, some people drop off because of job changes or because they no longer find the organized group 

necessary, and they turn to colleagues for support on their own.
• We continue to wrestle with the relative value of peer coaching, tangible content, and invited guests.
• We really hope to get people together in person this year!

Impact Lab update 



The SHLLL includes people from organizations across the Northeast, mid-Atlantic, Midwest, and western regions 
of the US who are working directly with farmers to support the adoption of soil health practices.

Accomplishments:
• Having only every met in-person once before COVID, we have built a community on line that has grown from 18 to 28 

people and attracts sufficient engagement.
• Participants affirm that the safe space peer learning is unique and important to them.
• Participants are working together to take a shared approach to collecting soil health economic data and work on 

designing cover crop transition budgets in partnership with EDF and Farm Credit Services. 

Coming up next
• We really hope to get people together in person this year!
• We hope that a sub-set of participants will work together to apply for joint funding. 

Soil Health Leadership Lab update 



Accomplishments we celebrated included….
• The food lab – through Daniella at the CFA and through use in projects – has supported the CFT and CFA since… 
• The Cool Farm Tool has served as a convening platform from which to bring diverse stakeholders together to work on climate 

mitigation and soil building practices in Australia, The Netherlands, Canada and many other places. It is built into supply chain 
impact programs all over the world. It is helping to incentivize good practice via emerging carbon payment schemes in the UK,
France, Belgium, Denmark and other parts of Europe. 

• The Cool Farm Alliance now has over 130 members and growth this past year alone is impressive - 47 new members joined in 
2021.  New modules of the CFT include…..  

Coming up next is:
• Continuing to work with the CFA staff to improve the tool to fully deliver on its promises of being both scientifically state of 

the art and approachable, easy enough to use to facilitate change at scale.
• Using CFT to tell the story of changes with credible, convincing, and inspiring numbers showing the significance 
• Assessing the Food Lab’s role in CFA (Daniella has been deputy director) as CFA moves to commercialization of software.  Stay

with CFA to focus on food lab projects leveraging CFT in change programs.

Cool Farm Tool / Alliance


